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Speaker’s Profile 

 
Mr. Rameswar is the director of banking practice at talent Sprint. He is responsible for business 

Development and strategy for the banking division .After having worked with State Bank of 

India as a Probationary Officer (2008-2009), he found his calling in being able to support the 

endeavor of fresh graduates getting ready for a professional career. 

He possesses extensive research in training aspirant Bankers for officers and clerical jobs in the 

banking sector .As a Passionate career guide for young graduates , he has been involved in 

training over 5000 aspirants since 2009 for various competitive exams like civil services ,Bank 

exams and IIT JEE. 

Prior to joining Talent Sprint he was successfully running various Training & skill Development 

institutes. As a promoter cum partner of Deccan career point (DCP), he was involved in training 

over 2,000 aspiring bankers with over 30% success rate in enabling the aspirants to become 

bankers. In addition, his other initiatives including CAT guru for MBA aspirants and Civil 

Square for Civil ‘s aspirants provided the necessary edge for the aspirants by preparing them 

professionally for the purpose .He also worked as a guest faculty with reputed educational 

institutions for IIT JEE and provided the aptitude training services for students of engineering 

colleges . 



Sri Rameswar garu also gave training in aptitude to a few big companies .A greater part of his 

success at Deccan career point can be attributed to expertise he gained over various subjects 

during his preparations for civil services mains level and his short stint at SBI as an officer 

during 200-2009. 

He holds a B.Tech degree in civil Engineering from IIT-B.H.U , Varanasi. 
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Synopsis: 

Mr. Rameswar has started his seminar explaining about BFSI sector. He explained the 

opportunities which are going to be raised in banking sector. Being a former employee in SBI , 

he explained the work life in banking sector. He also spoke about other financial institutions. The 

following are highlighted in his seminar. 

Opportunities in BFSI sector 

Growth in BFSI 

How to prepare for written exam 

Business communication 

Opportunities in marketing & sales 

Customer service 


